
 
This LOI application must be submitted via email to loiapplications@tea.texas.gov. 
 
The LOI application may be signed with a digital ID or it may be signed by hand. Both forms of signature 
are acceptable.  
 
TEA must receive the application by 11:59 p.m. CT, October 27, 2023. 

2024-2025 Principal Residency Grant Cycle 7 
Letter of Interest (LOI) Application Due 11:59 p.m. CT, October 27, 2023   

Application stamp-in date and time

Grant period from February 12, 2024 - August 31, 2025

Required Attachments

Attachment 1:  Leverage Leadership Readiness Assessment                    Attachment 4:  Instructional Leadership Meeting 
Attachment 2:  Supplemental Narrative Question Responses                    Attachment 5:  District Coaching Tool 
Attachment 3:  Educator Preparation Program's Scope and Sequence 
 
 
 

SAS # 599-24 2024-2025 Principal Residency Grant Cycle 7

NOGA ID

701-23-127RFA # Page 1 of 10

ESEA of 1965, as amended by P.L. 114-95, Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), Title II, Part A Authorizing legislation

Pre-award costs permitted from Pre-award costs are not allowed.

Application Part 2:  Budget Workbook, Excel workbook with the grant's budget schedules (linked along with this form on the TEA 
Grants Opportunities page)

Applicant Information

Amendment Number

Amendment number (For amendments only; enter N/A when completing this form to apply for grant funds): 

Organization CDN

Vendor ID

ESC   UEI

Address City ZIP

Primary Contact Email Phone

Secondary Contact Email Phone

Certification and Incorporation
I understand that this application constitutes an offer and, if accepted by TEA or renegotiated to acceptance, will form a 
binding agreement. I hereby certify that the information contained in this application is, to the best of my knowledge, correct 
and that the organization named above has authorized me as its representative to obligate this organization in a legally 
binding contractual agreement. I certify that any ensuing program and activity will be conducted in accordance and 
compliance with all applicable federal and state laws and regulations.  
I further certify my acceptance of the requirements conveyed in the following portions of the LOI application, as applicable, 
and that these documents are incorporated by reference as part of the LOI application and Notice of Grant Award (NOGA): 

LOI application, guidelines, and instructions

General and application-specific Provisions and Assurances

Debarment and Suspension Certification

Lobbying Certification

Authorized Official Name Title

Email Phone

Signature Date

Campus
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

Statutory/Program Assurances
The following assurances apply to this program. In order to meet the requirements of the program, the applicant must 
comply with these assurances. 
Check each of the following boxes to indicate your compliance.

1. The applicant provides assurance that program funds will supplement (increase the level of service), and not supplant 
(replace) state mandates, State Board of Education rules, and activities previously conducted with state or local funds. The 
applicant provides assurance that state or local funds may not be decreased or diverted for other purposes merely 
because of the availability of these funds. The applicant provides assurance that program services and activities to be 
funded from this LOI will be supplementary to existing services and activities and will not be used for any services or 
activities required by state law, State Board of Education rules, or local policy.

2. The applicant provides assurance that the application does not contain any information that would be protected by the 
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) from general release to the public.

3. The applicant provides assurance to adhere to all the Statutory and TEA Program requirements as noted in the 
2023-2024 Principal Residency Grant Cycle 6 Program Guidelines.

4. The applicant provides assurance to adhere to all the Performance Measures, as noted in the 2023-2024 Principal 
Residency Grant Cycle 6 Program Guidelines, and shall provide to TEA, upon request, any performance data necessary to 
assess the success of the program.

5. The applicant provides assurance that they accept and will comply with Every Student Succeeds Act Provisions and 
Assurances requirements

6. The applicant assures that any Electronic Information Resources (EIR) produced as part of this agreement will comply 
with the State of Texas Accessibility requirements as specified in 1 TAC 206, 1 TAC Chapter 213, Federal Section 508 
standards, and the WCAG 2.0 AA Accessibility Guidelines.  

7.  LEA assures that the principal residency is full-time and at least one year in length. 

8.  LEA assures that residents have no more than two hours per day of significant classroom responsibilities. 

9.  LEA assures that residents do not hold a principal certification in the state of Texas.

Shared services arrangements (SSAs) are NOT permitted for this grant. 

Shared Services Arrangements

10.  LEA assures that residents will receive ongoing support from an effective mentor principal or school leader who 
ensures the resident is exposed to substantial leadership opportunities

11. LEA assures that all mentor principals, district managers of the Principal Residency Grant, and EPP representatives 
managing resident's on- site coaching will be present at TEA Principal Residency Summer Institute in Summer 2024. 
 
12.  LEA assures that partner principal EPP provides residents with a full-time residency experience including certification; 
evidence-based coursework; opportunities to practice and be evaluated in a school setting; and consistent coaching and 
evaluation with a minimum of six sessions per year. 

13.  LEAs and EPPs must utilize Principal Residency Grant Fidelity of Implementation Rubric for LEAs and Principal Residency 
Grant Fidelity of Implementation Rubric for EPPs to design and implement residency. 

https://tea.texas.gov/Finance_and_Grants/Grants/Administering_a_Grant/Provisions_and_Assurances/
https://tea.texas.gov/Finance_and_Grants/Grants/Administering_a_Grant/Provisions_and_Assurances/
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The following assurances apply to this program. In order to meet the requirements of the program, the applicant must 
comply with these assurances. 
Check each of the following boxes to indicate your compliance.

Statutory/Program Assurances, cont'd.

Amendment #Vendor IDCDN

14.  If preliminarily selected for award, LEA assures they will select their EPP per their compliant procurement policies and 
procedures and will develop an MOU with the EPP and submit it to kyla.jaramillo@tea.texas.gov for approval. 

15. LEA assures it will choose from the list of approved EPP providers. An approved provider list is posted on the TEA 
Grant Opportunity page, with all documents pertaining to the RFA. 
16. If preliminarily selected for award, LEA agrees that the full grant award will not be released until TEA staff have 
concluded the negotiation process and verified that an approved EPP provider was selected and the MOU contains all the 
required elements, including the following:  a)  Courses that are designed to develop leader competencies including the 
Texas 268 Identified Integrated Pillars: Communication with Stakeholders; Diversity and Equity; Professional 
Development; Curriculum Alignment; Hiring, Selection and Retention; School Vision and Culture; Data-Driven Instruction; 
Observation and Feedback; Strategic Problem Solving,  b) Course designs that explicitly connect course content, 
authentic leadership opportunities of residency, resources and materials, and course assessment measures, c) Residency 
design provides candidates with performance assessments of best practices for use in reflecting upon and refining 
specific competencies being developed, d) Residency design includes structured authentic leadership opportunities in 
which residents apply new learning and become familiar with various real-world contexts, e) Residency design utilizes 
formative feedback, provided to the resident at least on a weekly basis, as an essential tool in guiding learning toward 
objectives and formative and summative goals, and f) Residency design that uses differentiated methods to develop 
leader competencies. 
 

Provide an overview of the program to be implemented with grant funds. Include the overall mission and specific needs of 
the organization. Describe how the program will address the mission and needs. 

Summary of Program

mailto:principalresidency@tea.texas.gov
http://burleson.tea.state.tx.us/GrantOpportunities/forms/GrantProgramSearch.aspx
http://burleson.tea.state.tx.us/GrantOpportunities/forms/GrantProgramSearch.aspx
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Amendment #Vendor IDCDN

Goals, Objectives, and Strategies
Describe the major goals/objectives of the proposed program. What activities/strategies will be implemented to meet those 
goals/objectives? 

Performance and Evaluation Measures
Describe the performance measures identified for this program which are related to student outcomes and are consistent 
with the purpose of the program. Include the tools used to measure performance, as well as the processes that will be used 
to ensure the effectiveness of project objectives and strategies. 
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

Describe how the proposed budget will meet the needs and goals of the program, including for staffing, supplies and 
materials, contracts, travel, etc. If applicable, include a high-level snapshot of funds currently allocated to similar programs.  
Include a short narrative describing how adjustments will be made in the future to meet needs.

Budget Narrative
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

Program Requirements

1. The LEA must provide a description of the targeted recruitment and selection process which utilizes demonstrated criteria including 
evidence of measurable student achievement, strong evaluations/appraisals, interpersonal leadership, effective response to 
observations and feedback, evidence of strategic problem solving, and growth mindset. LEA must also provide their plan for 
considering the degree to which the diversity of the residents mirrors that of the student population in their recruitment and selection 
strategy. 

2.  Provide a description of the year-long, full-time residency that includes the following opportunities for the resident:   a)  sustained 
and rigorous clinical learning in an authentic school setting; b) substantial leadership responsibilities such as the ability to address and 
resolve a significant problem/challenge in the school that influences practice and student learning; c) the skills needed to establish and 
support effective and continuous professional development with assigned teaching staff; d) the ability to facilitate stakeholders' efforts 
to build a collaborative team within the school to improve instructional practice, student achievement, and the school culture, e) how 
the district and EPP will support the candidate's gradual release of responsibility, and f) provide frequent short cycle coaching related to 
intentionally designed learning experiences.
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

Program Requirements (Cont.)

3.  The LEA must provide a description of Data-Driven Instruction systems currently implemented at campus level and complete the 
Leverage Leadership Readiness Assessment: Data-Driven Instruction provided in Attachment 1. 
 

4.  The LEA must provide a description of Observation and Feedback systems currently implemented at campus level and complete the 
Leverage Leadership Readiness Assessment: Observation and Feedback provided in Attachment 1. 
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Amendment #Vendor IDCDN

Program Requirements (Cont.)
5.  The LEA must provide a description of a sustainability plan for the continuation of the Principal Residency Program 
beyond the 2024-25 school year.

6.  The LEA must provide a clear description of a current or proposed communication system between the EPP team and key district 
personnel. 
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

Equitable Access and Participation
Check the appropriate box below to indicate whether any barriers exist to equitable access and participation for any groups 
that receive services funded by this program.

The applicant assures that no barriers exist to equitable access and participation for any groups receiving services 
funded by this program.
Barriers exist to equitable access and participation for the following groups receiving services funded by this grant, as 
described below.

Group Barrier

Group Barrier

Group Barrier

Group Barrier

PNP Equitable Services
Are any private nonprofit schools located within the applicant's boundaries?

Yes No

If you answered "No" to the preceding question, stop here. You have completed the section. Proceed to the next page.
Are any private nonprofit schools participating in the program?

Yes No

If you answered "No" to the preceding question, stop here. You have completed the section. Proceed to the next page.

5A: Assurances
The LEA assures that it discussed all consultation requirements as listed in Section 1117(b)(1) and/or 
Section 8501(c)(1), as applicable, with all eligible private nonprofit schools located within the LEA's boundaries.
The LEA assures the appropriate Affirmations of Consultation will be provided to TEA's PNP Ombudsman in the 
manner and time requested. 

5B: Equitable Services Calculation 

1. LEA's student enrollment

2. Enrollment of all participating private schools

3. Total enrollment of LEA and all participating PNPs (line 1 plus line 2)

4. Total current-year program allocation

5. LEA reservation for direct administrative costs, not to exceed the program's defined limit 

6. Total LEA amount for provision of ESSA PNP equitable services (line 4 minus line 5)

7. Per-pupil LEA amount for provision of ESSA PNP equitable services (line 6 divided by line 3)

LEA's total required ESSA PNP equitable services reservation (line 7 times line 2)
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

Appendix I: Amendment Description and Purpose (leave this section blank when completing the initial application for funding)

An amendment must be submitted when the program plan or budget is altered for the reasons described in the 
"When to Amend the Application" document posted on the Administering a Grant page. The following are required to 
be submitted for an amendment: (1) Page 1 of the application with updated contact information and current 
authorized official's signature and date, (2) Appendix I with changes identified and described, (3) all updated sections 
of the application or budget affected by the changes identified below, and, if applicable, (4) Amended Budget 
Request. Amendment Instructions with more details can be found on the last tab of the budget template. 
 

You may duplicate this page

Amended Section Reason for Amendment

https://tea.texas.gov/Finance_and_Grants/Administering_a_Grant.aspx
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2023-2024 Principal Residency Grant Application Part 1
Richardson ISD
10
KSJKFACJJ
400 South Greenville Ave.
Richardson
75081
Shawna Ballast
Shawna.ballast@risd.org
214-918-2171
Denise Beutel
Denise.beutel@risd.org
469-593-0230
Dr. Denise Beutel
Executive Director Grants and Federal Prog
Denise.Beutel@risd.org
469-593-7466
RISD
Mission (1) Goal:  To successfully place 100% of residents in Assistant Principal positions for the 2025-26 school year.Activities:  -Richardson ISD has partnered with DBU to customize a degree program that provides residents an abundance of powerful experiences that align with and integrate Richardson ISD’s vision and values, and the principal competencies and the 268 pillars. Mission (2) Goal:  To recruit a diverse applicant pool.Activities:     -RISD Human Resources will partner with the Richardson ISD Education Foundation, the local ESC, RAABSE and RALA to fund scholarships for future candidates.   -RISD and DBU will create an interview rubric to score candidates on multiple aspects, including probability to succeed in a low-income school and a comprehensive understanding of equity and diversity in education.Mission (3) Goal:  To have 88.5% retention for residents over a two year period.Activities:     -Residents will be involved in, and eventually leading, solving real, challenging and substantive issues faced by school leaders.
The effectiveness of the Principal Residency Grant will be evaluated using student and resident data.-Residents will utilize student data to determine short- and long-term data goals.     -Common formative assessments, District summative assessments and performance assessments will be used to track progress of the program week-to-week.  If a campus does not meet its short term goals, residents will be responsible for guiding that team/teacher in responding to the data.     -MAP and STAAR data will be utilized to determine the effectiveness of the program between assessment administrations.-Resident data will be utilized to determine the program effectiveness using both qualitative and quantitative data.     -Qualitative          -Mentor principal and university partner will conduct observations aligned to T-Pess of resident leading data meetings and PLCs, classroom walk-through calibrations, evaluations with feedback, and coaching conferences.     -Quantitative          -Successful completion of the 268 exam, practice exams and PASL tasks.          -Rubrics, designed in collaboration between RISD and DBU, to measure a residents' ability to facilitate and serve as the leader in critical instructional capacities.          -DBU Master in Educational Leadership                -Program grades.               -Evaluation of the candidates’ knowledge, skill and experiences with the TExES Principal competencies 3 times (beginning, middle and end) during the program.               -Submission of two constructed-response exercises aligned with the principal competencies in each course.
Grant funds will be used to develop a principal residency program that provides candidates with rigorous learning, the development of leadership skills, with authentic campus-based experiences that is supported through a gradual release of responsibility while also establishing a district system of leadership development that is sustainable beyond the grant year.  The proposed budget for the development of well-prepared instructional leaders is an example of financial resources being dedicated to the development of a quality, sustainable principal residency program.Principal Residency Grant funds:     -$392,000 in salaries for 8 participants ($49,000 x 8).     -$203,000 in DBU tuition ($25,375 x 8).     -$8,000 in Professional Staff Extra Duty Day ($1,000 x 8).     -$4,988 in supplies, materials, exam fees for district-specific training for participants.     -$4,600 in PAIL and PASL Certification Exam Reimbursement ($575 x 8)     -$2,400 in professional development ($300 x 8).District investment:     -$120,000 minimum towards the salary and benefits for 8 participants ($15,000 x 8)     -$5,000 toward local leadership developmentDBU investment:     -33% tuition discount/scholarship for each resident throughout their program of study and the grant will pay for the remaining tuition ($25,375 per resident = $203,000).     -The District and DBU will also make a substantial investment in the preparation of the residents. DBU has committed to providing a 33% tuition scholarship to these residents and any future District Name cohorts.Resident investment:     -$1,500 each towards university fees and course materials.Throughout the year-long residency program, grant funds will allow candidates to apply their classroom leadership course work in a campus based, authentic clinical setting under the supervision of a high-quality mentor principal.  Funds, including grant award, district and DBU investment, will support the cohort of candidates by maintaining salary, offering tuition assistance, and supporting with needed supplies and materials.  RISD understands that annual adjustments to the program would be needed and the funding source can change upon completion of the initial Principal Residency Grant award. 
Richardson ISD will implement a strategic, equitable and rigorous process to identify a diverse group of principal residents.A candidate profile will be created by RISD Human Resources and will include evidence of measurable student achievement, strong evaluations/appraisals, interpersonal leadership, effective response to observations and feedback, evidence of strategic problem solving, and growth mindset.  The profile will be communicated to all stakeholders via district administrator meetings and electronic communications. RISD HR will collaborate with the local ESC, the Board of Richardson Area Association of Black School Educators (RAABSE) and the Richardson Association for Latino Administrators (RALA) to recruit potential applicants. The selection process will be based on a panel interview and a submitted online application, and supporting documents and data sources.  The panel interview, conducted by representatives from both RISD and DBU, will score candidates using a rubric that includes:     (1) growth mindset.     (2)strong problem-solving ability.     (3) probability to succeed in a low-income school.     (4) comprehensive understanding of equity and diversity in education.     (5) evidence of measurable student achievement.     (6) scenario-based role play situations showing competency in leadership readiness. If for any reason one of the eight candidates selected chooses to withdraw or cannot be admitted to the university, the next highest rated alternate will be selected from the application pool.
RISD and DBU will co-design and develop a rigorous, hands-on learning experience that embeds the PASL competencies with experiences that integrate RISD’s vision and values, the principal competencies and the 268 pillars. Residents will start their residency year by participating in three foundational classes, setting the foundation for the clinical experiences the residents will engage in:     (a) Solving real, challenging and substantive issues faced by school leaders.     (b) A project (or propose their own with the permission of their DBU and site mentors) in each of the 11 principal competencies to address and resolve a significant challenge in the school that influences practice and student learning.     (c) Facilitating campus professional development aligned with the campus’ goals and principal’s vision.     (d) Participating in campus improvement team, utilizing TASA’s School Transformation Framework, where they will analyze data, perform a comprehensive needs analysis, determine priority needs, develop action plans, implement plans, monitor the fidelity of implementation, collect data and report on findings.       (e) A gradual release model where they will observe, then participate in and, finally, lead a variety of instructional and operational aspects throughout the school, while being coached by RISD and DBU in the process.     (f) Coaching cycles with mentors with weekly meetings to discuss priorities, develop plans and provide reflective feedback. 
Richardson ISD has an established data-driven culture that is based on research proven processes and protocols that includes:-Comprehensive assessment program that involves:     -MAP utilized as the universal screener, administered three times per year, using the data to create student growth goals for all students.   -Rigorous, STAAR-like district summative and norm referenced assessments.     -Common formative assessments, performance assessments and quick-checks to monitor student progress and mastery of daily learning objectives to inform differentiation and support quality Tier I instruction.     -District assessment calendar including designated time for campus and district-wide data meetings.-Research-proven data analysis protocols featuring:     -Campus-level leadership teams regularly discuss and analyze data from assessments as a part of the continuous improvement model.     -Data collection and analysis by campus, grade, content, teacher, student and TEKS/SE level.     -Customized protocols and processes to support the evaluation of student and teacher performance created in partnership with Big Rocks Educational Services.     -Integration of Bambrick’s Data-Driven Instruction (DDI) in processes and protocols aiming to make data visible and actionable, including professional development and coaching of DDI practices.-District-wide implementation of PLC model including:     -Routine reflection on instructional practices utilizing DuFour’s Four PLC Questions.     -Designated PLC time included in every campus’ master schedule.     -Utilization of student data to create action plans, addressing the needs of all students including targeted interventions and enrichment opportunities.
-Richardson ISD administrators and campus leaders provide frequent walkthroughs focused on specific T-Tess Domains and identified instructional priorities designed to support and monitor quality Tier 1 instruction by providing specific feedback and coaching.-Campus and central level administrators are trained in and utilize the common district observation walkthrough form, participating in regularly scheduled calibration walkthroughs to ensure fidelity, consistency of practice, and maintaining of high standards.-The common walkthrough form provides a systematic mechanism for collecting walkthrough data and a tool to identify trends from the campus to district level, allowing RISD to design and implement targeted professional learning and coaching opportunities.-Administrators and Instructional Coaches are trained in observation and feedback processes based on Paul Bambrick-Santoya’s strategies in Leverage Leadership 2.0.-Through this process, teachers that need additional support are identified and will receive additional coaching and instructional support from campus Instructional Coaches, equipping them with the tools and resources needed to improve their pedagogy.-Campus administrative teams and instructional coaches are regularly observed by Area Superintendents and Academic Facilitators and provided feedback to sharpen their skills in identifying pedagogical gaps and in coaching teachers to ensure quality, targeted Tier 1 instruction.
-If awarded the Principal Residency grant, RISD will gain a diverse group of leaders who are fully prepared for the challenges they will face in school leadership positions, increasing a sustainable leadership pipeline of administrators who are ready to serve in an assistant principal role and decrease administrative turnover rates.-In order to continue growing RISD’s leader pipeline beyond the Principal Residency Grant, RISD will review current leadership pipeline expenditures to include continued leadership development for these and future residents. -Additionally, RISD plans to identify Educational Prep Partners in an effort to expand this opportunity for new participants.-In addition, RISD Human Resources will partner with the Richardson ISD Education Foundation, the local ESC, Board of Richardson Area Association of Black School Educators (RAABSE) and the Richardson Association for Latino Administrators (RALA) to fund scholarships for future candidates.-Continued support for residents beyond the 2024-25 school year provided by RISD’s Leadership & Intervention as they work towards  Principalship. -RISD understands that annual adjustments to the program would be needed and the funding source can change upon completion of the initial Principal Residency Grant award. 
Proposed Communication System:-The EPP will have a point of contact for RISD.-Monthly local leadership development cohort sessions.-Residents will be assigned site and university mentors who will meet monthly to collaborate on progress monitoring and feedback.The EPP and the District will develop and MOU to include: -Program specific assurances.-Design of the residency model (recruitment and selection criteria, DBU course layout, RISD authentic campus learning experiences, performance assessments, culturally responsive pedagogy, mentor and supervisor agreements).-Expectation of continuous two-way communication to include key stakeholders.-Mutually agreed upon calendar and timeline to meet in partnership (virtually and in-person).Partnership meetings will review progress, discuss any challenges and/or successes, upcoming events, academic calendars, and review expectations and the development of any needed follow up.  Intentional collaboration will include reviewing feedback collected by survey and reflective forms from the EPP, District, and the residents. Other analytics and performance measures may include student performance, residents' program progress, and ongoing performance evaluation data. 
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